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Lev Kuleshov: the Extraordinary Adventures of Mr West in the Land of the 

Bolsheviks (1924) 

 
Eisenstein and Pudovkin credited the less-famous Kuleshov with the theory of montage which 

has it that you can put a close-up of an actor anywhere in any film and make it mean 

anything, depending on the shots you put before it and after. Now Kuleshov probably 

discovered the idea while watching Chaplin or Griffith: but you mustn’t say that. Russians, 

like many East Europeans, preferred theory to practice, because, I expect, when they started 

to practise they found state interference so crippling that they wished they’d stuck to theory. 

Practice implies that you’re dealing with reality, and if you dealt with reality too faithfully in 

post-revolutionary Russia you ended up dead. 

 

 Kuleshov was also in reaction to the 

acting theories of Stanislavsky: no bad thing 

necessarily, for Stanislavsky, in addition to 

being a bully and a sentimentalist (as well as 

developing into a Stalinist creep) was – as 

anyone can see looking at his publicity stills 

– a dreadful actor, who needed his theory to 

compensate for his lack of intuition and 

technique. I don’t know if Kuleshov knew 

Meyerhold, who took up a similar anti-

Stanislavsky stance (and ended up dead). 

Meyerhold thought of an actor as a puppet, 

an athlete, a contortionist, and of acting as 

heavily physicalised (compare Steven 

Berkoff). The evidence of Mr West suggests 

that Kuleshov felt the same. In it the 

performers don’t so much act as mug, and 

don’t move so much as contort. They also 

perform all their own stunts, and (I think), 

really hit one another in the frequent fight 

scenes. The only exceptions – creepy 

exceptions – are the Soviet policemen who 

chase the bad guys, and especially the police 

captain who, a deus ex machina, cleans up 

the plot at the end. He’s played straight, with 

a Stanislavskian inwardness, and a genuine 

smile as opposed to a facial contortion. 

  

 

 Like Dovzhenko’s Aerograd, Mr West, unable to deal with a genuine social dialectic, 

concocts a phoney one and deals with that. Aerograd pits the good guys against a combined 

force of Old Believers and samurai; Mr West pits a naïve visiting American industrialist 

against a group of counter-revolutionary degenerates (the leader of whom is played by 

Pudovkin, whom the close-ups reveal to have alarming gaps in his teeth). This is 1924, and 

Trotsky is still in – there’s a close-up of him near the end, to show Mr West that Bolsheviks 

are real, serious patriots – so the counter-revolutionary degenerates can’t be labelled as 

Trotskyite. Instead they claim before the gullible West that they’re expropriated Tsarist 

notables. The Pudovkin villain takes Mr West on a tour of Moscow by car, and points to 

various decayed buildings and empty spaces, saying that the University once stood there, the 

Bolshoi there, and so on. 

 To portray his Americans, Kuleshov employs cinematic stereotypes. Mr West is a Harold 

Lloyd lookalike, with huge glasses which are always falling down his nose. He’s 
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accompanied by his bodyguard, a ten-gallon-hatted Tom Mix lookalike called Jed or Jeddy, 

who’s so dumb he can’t distinguish “999” from “666”. Dumb at first, that is – by the end of 

the film he’s calmed down, developed a brain, and is played with Stanislavskian inwardness. 

Both boss and bodyguard are prisoners to the American idea that Bolsheviks are bad guys: in 

the American propaganda they read, Bolsheviks are bare-chested, pop-eyed barbarians 

wrapped in furs, with double layers of moustache and sickles coming out of their heads. The 

film is really about a clash of clichés: the anti-Bolshevik clichés which Kuleshov ridicules 

versus the anti-American clichés which his film sort of endorses. On arrival in Moscow, both 

Mr West and Jed fall victim to Pudovkin and his degenerate pals, who steal Mr West’s 

suitcase and then pretend to return it to him, gaining his confidence to make money out of 

him. Eventually they “fail to rescue him” from fake Bolsheviks, who are impersonated by 

some of their accomplices, as bare-chested, pop-eyed barbarians wrapped in furs, with double 

layers of moustache and sickles coming out of their heads. One thing leads to another, and 

finally, by a species of detective work so intuitive that we can’t see it, the Soviet police rescue 

West, arrest Pudovkin and Co., and take West on a truthful tour of Moscow, climaxing, as I 

said, with a sighting of Trotsky. Mr West ends in close-up, grinning inanely at camera, his 

cliché-concept of Bolshevism cleaned up. He telegrams his wife back home, telling her to put 

a photo of Lenin over the mantlepiece. 

 None of this is very funny. Kuleshov directs – and cuts – with neither speed nor pace, and 

the characters, partly because of the style in which the actors have been trained, are one-

dimensional, if not half-dimensional. Tom and Jerry are infinitely more interesting and 

amusing. The situation in Mr West is phoney, and so is the acting. Chaplin and Mack Sennett 

may be Kuleshov’s models, but Kuleshov is able to duplicate neither Chaplin’s pathos (for 

which we’d be grateful if he’d replaced it with anything) nor Sennett’s inventiveness. If you 

have your American idiot chased through Moscow by three policemen on motorbikes, you 

have to invent funny things to happen to them. All Kuleshov manages is to have one 

policeman fall off his bike once, which as there’s a couple of inches of snow and ice on the 

ground (in some shots, not in others) is an occurrence predictable and thus devoid of amusing 

incongruity. The Keystone Kops were ridiculous – Americans like the guardians of the law to 

be sent up – but it seems you couldn’t make a similar comic statement in the USSR in 1924, 

even if you had the comic skill, which I don’t think on this evidence Kuleshov had. 

 Kuleshov ran into some trouble with Stalin, but was rescued at the behest of Eisenstein, 

and made director of the Moscow Film School. 

 Er … 
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